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PRESS RELEASE 
  
ElevenPaths has achieved Amazon Web Services (AWS) Security 

Competency status 
 

• Telefónica Tech’s cybersecurity company has demonstrated deep technical and consulting 
expertise helping large enterprises to adopt, develop and deploy complex cloud security 
projects that protect their environments on AWS to establish and maintain a suitable security 
posture in the cloud. 

 
Madrid, May 26th 2020.- ElevenPaths, the Cyber Security Company part of Telefónica Tech, announced 
today that it has achieved Amazon Web Services (AWS) Security Competency status. This designation 
recognizes that ElevenPaths has demonstrated a strong overall AWS practice and deep expertise that 
helps customers achieve their cloud security goals. 
 
AWS is enabling scalable, flexible and cost-effective solutions from startups to global enterprises. To 
support the seamless integration and deployment of these solutions, AWS established the AWS 
Competency Program to help customers identify AWS Partner Network (APN) Consulting and Technology 
Partners with deep industry experience and expertise. 
 
AWS Security Competency Partners have demonstrated success in building products and solutions on 
AWS to support customers in multiple areas, including: infrastructure security, policy management, 
identity management, security monitoring, vulnerability management, and data protection. Achieving the 
AWS Security Competency differentiates ElevenPaths as an AWS APN member that provides specialized 
consulting services designed to help enterprises adopt, develop and deploy complex security projects on 
AWS. To receive the designation, APN Partners must possess deep AWS expertise and deliver solutions 
seamlessly on AWS. As AWS Security Consulting Partner, ElevenPaths helps large enterprises adopt, 
develop, and deploy complex cloud security projects. 
 
Moreover, Telefónica Tech has a strategic collaboration with Amazon Web Services to enable an easier 
journey to the cloud for enterprise customers. Telefónica includes AWS in its offer of cloud services for 
the B2B market and has teams of trained and certified specialists in AWS. Likewise, it has created two 
Cloud Centers of Excellence in Spain and Brazil that provide professional and managed services to help 
customers on their path to adopt the public cloud and will be launched in the rest of countries within 
Telefónica Hispam region.  In the last year, dozens of Telefónica professionals have been trained and 
specialized in Spain, Brazil and various Hispam countries in AWS cloud technologies. 
 
“We are very proud to be recognized by AWS. It proves that we are going in the right direction and 
encourages us to continue working to help our customers enhance their cloud security posture and 
therefore reduce their risk exposure in their digital transformation”, said Alberto Sempere, Director of 
Product and Go-to-market at ElevenPaths. “Our Cloud Security experts are fully skilled to design, deploy 
and manage AWS innovative cloud-native security features, helping our customers to move securely 
critical workloads to the public cloud, while keeping compliance and governance.” 
 
ElevenPaths offers an integrated end-to-end approach to cloud security, to guide and accompany their 
customers throughout the whole secure cloud adoption process. With the clear ambition of being the 
benchmark cloud security service provider in the markets, the company has developed over the last two 
years a complete value proposition, internally transforming its technology, processes and people with the 
training and certification of cybersecurity professionals in AWS architectures and specialization of  
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certified AWS security experts in Spain and Brazil. This proposition allows them to give the best response 
to the new challenges derived from the paradigm shift of cloud adoption, includes Professional Cloud 
Security Services to assist customers in designing a secure AWS environment, following security best 
practices for the AWS architecture and the design of the cloud security platform that best meets their 
needs, combining native AWS services and advanced ISV technology. Besides, the proposal includes 
ElevenPaths Managed Security Service for the cloud (Cloud MSS), to manage the security of our client's 
AWS environments from their SOC, providing complete visibility of cloud assets, network security and 
security posture, also identifying inherent risks and detecting cyber-attacks and security incidents, taking 
into account compliance requirements as well as customer governance standards. 
 
As AWS Security Consulting Partner, ElevenPaths is well qualified and certified to, with its cybersecurity 
professionals certified as AWS Security Specialists, guide customers through all phases of security project 
development, including design, deployment, integration of native AWS services, as well as maintenance of 
AWS infrastructure, customer assets, applications and tools used to adequately protect them. This 
recognition encourages ElevenPaths to continue its strategy, constantly improve and evolve its 
capabilities to anticipate and respond to the current and future challenges of its customers in the safe 
adoption of AWS. 
 
About ElevenPaths 
At ElevenPaths, we believe that a safer digital world is possible. We support our customers with their digital 
transformation, creating disruptive innovation in cybersecurity in order to provide the necessary privacy and trust in 
our daily digital lives. 
 
We combine the freshness and energy of a start-up with the knowledge, power and strength of a global Telco to 
provide innovative solutions spanning across prevention, detection and response to daily threats in our digital world. 
We also work to ensure a safer digital environment through strategic alliances that allow us to enhance our 
customers’ security, as well as through collaborations with leading bodies and entities such as the European 
Commission, CyberThreat Alliance, ECSO, EuroPol, Incibe, and the OEA. 
 
More information: 
elevenpaths.com  
@ElevenPaths 
blog.elevenpaths.com 
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